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USING A CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR!
Andrea Rosani, Nicola Conci, and Francesco G.B. De Natale 
Multimedia Signal Processing and Understanding Lab 
DISI - University of Trento  
Via Sommarive 9 – 38123 Povo - Trento (Italy) 
http://mmlab.disi.unitn.it/ 
Automa'c)recogni'on)of)human)ac'vi'es)and)behaviors)is)s'll)a)challenging)problem)for)
many) reasons,) including) limited)accuracy)of) the)data) acquired)by) sensing)devices,) high)
variability) of) human) behaviors,) and) gap$ between$ visual$ appearance$ and$ scene$
seman3cs.))
Symbolic)approaches)can)signiﬁcantly)simplify)the)analysis)and)turn)raw)data)into)chains)
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T  ' = {Rj,  t j}    j=1, ... , M
Rj   HOTSPOT
HOTSPOT representation 
€ 
T = {Pi,  ti}    i =1, ... ,  N
Pi = {xi,  yi}
Trajectory representation 
T 
T’ 
OBJECT)TRACKING)
TRAJECTORY)
PROCESSING))
ACTIVITY)SIGNATURE)
DISCOVERY)AND)CFG)
RULES)CODING)
TRAINING 
CFG$RULES$DATABASE$
CFGABASED)PARSER)
CLASSIFICATION 
String combination 
algorithm 
Activity 
detection 
CFG rules 
definition 
Training set 
(positive and 
negative sample 
strings) 
 
Re-training 
procedure 
with CFG 
rules 
update 
)
)
In$the$training$phase$(oﬄine),$a$
set$of$paths$are$used$to$
automa3cally$learn$the$signature$
of$each$ac3vity$class$formally$
coded$as$CFG$rules.$
$
)
)
The$classiﬁca3on$is$performed$
through$a$parsing$strategy$
followed$by$grammar$evalua3on$
using$standard$deriva3on$rules.$
CFG parsing 
algorithm 
Clustering strings 
into activities 
